Clinical performance of Siemens digital breast tomosynthesis versus standard supplementary mammography for the assessment of screen-detected soft-tissue abnormalities -a multi-reader study Whelehan, P.; Heywang-Köbrunner, S. H.; Vinnicombe, S. J.; Hacker, A.; Jaensch, A.; Hapca, A. (2017). Clinical performance of Siemens digital breast tomosynthesis versus standard supplementary mammography for the assessment of screen-detected soft-tissue abnormalities -a multi-reader study. Clinical Radiology, 72(1), 95.e9-95e15. https://doi. Single-view Siemens DBT has equivalent accuracy to supplementary mammographic assessment.  The auROC curve was 0.870 for DBT and 0.857 for standard supplementary mammography (p=0.4890).  DBT allows better detection of extra cancer foci compared to standard supplementary mammography.
Introduction
Supplementary mammography such as spot compression views has traditionally been performed when standard screening mammography has detected masses, distortions and asymmetric densities which do not display definitively benign appearances. While spot compression views can accurately characterise the borders of masses and confirm the presence or absence of distortion, they are sometimes wrongly interpreted as benign or normal 1, 2 . Some of the errors arise from the lesion being displaced out of the field by the compression paddle 2 . The limitations of spot compression views have led to the recommendation in UK assessment guidelines that ultrasound examinations should always be performed in cases of recall for asymmetric density 3 .
Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT) is a recent development of full field digital mammography (FFDM). By acquiring multiple low-radiation-dose images across a range of angles and reconstructing the data to present a series of thin "slice" images, DBT ameliorates the problem of feature obscuration by overlying tissues. It has been shown that clinical accuracy can be improved as a result 4 , with DBT being particularly effective at detecting mammographic spiculation 5 . As DBT images the whole breast, displacement of the lesion out of the imaging field is not an issue and DBT also has the potential to enable the detection of additional ipsilateral lesions not apparent on the original FFDM images. These potential advantages have led to a number of studies comparing supplementary mammographic views (SMVs) and DBT in women recalled from mammographic screening for non-calcific abnormalities. These studies have tended to show that DBT is not inferior to SMVs or, in some cases, slightly superior [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . One of the larger studies, from the UK, demonstrated that for standard FFDM plus SMVs, the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve (the AUC) was 0.87,while for FFDM plus single-view DBT, the AUC was 0.93 (p= 0.0014) 8 . Such studies have until recently been performed using equipment from a single vendor, Hologic.
DBT equipment from other vendors is now commercially available in the UK but the technical specifications vary to such an extent that the National Health Service Breast Screening Programme (NHSBSP) in the UK requires vendor-specific data before approving the replacement of SMVs with DBT for the assessment of non-calcific screen detected abnormalities. The specifications of the three systems which have received NHSBSP technical evaluations to date are described in a series of reports [12] [13] [14] . Tomosynthesis-specific variations between these systems include whether a grid is used -no in Siemens and Hologic, yes in GE; the height of the centre of rotation of the tube in relation to the detector surface; whether the projection images are obtained while the tube is in motion (Hologic and Siemens), or with a step-and-shoot process (GE); the reconstruction algorithm (filtered back projection in Siemens, filtered back projection with iterative optimisation in Hologic, iterative in GE); the pixel size of the reconstructed images (85 microns in Siemens, 100 microns in Hologic and GE); and the number of projection images and the angular range over which they are obtained. In the Siemens equipment, 25 projection images are obtained across 50 degrees 14 , in the Hologic, 15 are obtained across 15 degrees 12 , and in the GE, 9 are obtained across 25 degrees 13 . In general, variations in such parameters not only interact but, in themselves, yield gains and losses in image quality and, in some cases, radiation dose. Therefore the design details always involve a trade-off.
For example, a wider angular range is expected to enhance in-depth resolution, which might aid radiological interpretation, but this comes at the cost of lower in-plane resolution 15 .
In a recent study using GE equipment, retrospective analysis with blinding to the opposite condition demonstrated that the performance of two-view screening FFDM plus two-view DBT performed at assessment was non-inferior to the performance of two-view FFDM plus SMVs -AUC = 0.873 (95% CI 0.834-0.906) and 0.900 (95% CI 0.864 -0.929) respectively, p=0.17 16 .
The aim of our study was to compare the diagnostic accuracy of standard screening images plus single-view assessment DBT -using Siemens DBT equipment -with standard screening images plus supplementary mammographic views in non-calcific, screen detected mammographic abnormalities.
Materials and Methods
This study was a collaboration between a breast screening programme in Germany and a research group in the UK. This approach was used to avoid unnecessarily repeating a prospective interventional study while at the same time providing data applicable to the UK breast screening programmes.
The study cases were acquired prospectively in a population-based screening programme in Germany, in which women aged 50-69 are invited biennially and which strictly follows European guidelines for mammography screening. During the recruitment period (May 2010 to November 2011), single-view DBT was offered to consecutive women in whom SMVs were indicated to assess a screen-detected abnormality. DBT was performed after and in addition to standard imaging assessment entailing one or more SMVs and sonographic examination. The multi-reader study was designed to detect an inferiority margin of 3%. It was calculated that, with the available number of cases, eight readers would provide sufficient reads to detect a 3% difference in accuracy between the modalities, with 90% power and a one-sided alpha of 0.05.
All readers were accredited and practicing within one of the national, population-based breast screening programmes in England, Scotland or Northern Ireland. They were compliant with quality guidelines to read at least 5,000 mammograms per year and to take part regularly in assessment clinics. The readers had between one and 15 years' experience in breast screening (mean: 10.9 years, median 9.5 years) and had all attended recognised hands-on short courses in breast tomosynthesis interpretation. Their real-life clinical experience with DBT ranged from zero to four years (mean: 1.5 years, median: 0.7 years).
Cases were presented to the readers as two sets of images: Set A included the screening mammogram and the single-view DBT; Set B included the screening mammogram and all supplementary views. Each reader read all cases once using set A and once using set B. The interval between the two readings was 9 weeks and the reading condition order was reversed for half the cases, both per-reader and overall. Ultrasound images and findings from examinations carried out during the assessment were not available to the readers.
Readers were asked to classify lesions in two ways, firstly dichotomously as "biopsy required: Readers were also asked to measure the lesions they considered suspicious for cancer, using the digital measurement tools on the reporting workstations. For unifocal lesions with malignant outcomes, maximum diameter (mm) in any dimension was recorded under each reading condition and compared with the histological maximum diameter following excision. Cases treated with neoadjuvant chemotherapy were excluded. For multifocal cancers, we did not assess measurement accuracy but instead calculated the proportions of the malignant foci detected by each method.
Results
From the sample of 238 cases, eight were excluded on account of missing data from the readers; all were benign. To eliminate uncertainties in matching all the reader-identified features to each other and to the ground truth data in cases of multiple unilateral lesions, these were collapsed for the analysis such that each breast was classified as either benign or malignant. This left 230 cases Results are presented for performance of the two imaging methods across all readings per method.
ROC analysis
The ROC curves showing the combined sensitivity and specificity (accuracy) of each method are provided in Figure 1 . While the DBT method has a slightly higher AUC value than the SMV method (0.870 vs 0.857), the difference is not statistically significant (p=0.4890), indicating that the methods have equivalent accuracy.
Sensitivity and specificity
Based on the dichotomous classification by the readers, sensitivity for cancer was 90% for the DBT method and 86% for the SMV method (p=0.10). Specificity was 59% for the DBT method and 64% for the SMV method (p=0.0002).
Detection of multiple malignant foci
Of the 35 malignant cases, four were multifocal with a total of 10 detectable foci. Of the 80 opportunities (10 foci x 8 readers) under each condition for detecting a malignant focus in these cases, 39 (49%) were detected with SMVs and 50 (63%) with DBT. Using McNemar's test for correlated proportions, the result was statistically significant: p=0.007. However, this test likely does not account for all aspects of the correlation between the samples and it must be remembered that the actual number of cases analysed was very small.
Measurement accuracy in unifocal malignant lesions
For unifocal cancer cases not treated with NACT the number with complete data on size were 220 under the SMV condition and 236 under the DBT condition. The disparity in numbers is largely a result of the lower sensitivity in the SMV condition; if a lesion was not identified by the reader as malignant, it was not measured. The numbers where the measurement was accurate to within 5 mm and the numbers where size was overestimated and underestimated by at least 5 mm, compared to the whole tumour diameter on histology, are shown in Table 1 . This is a preliminary description only, because rigorous statistical comparison of this outcome, taking into account all the relevant complexities, is currently not resourced.
Discussion
This retrospective multi-reader study has shown non-inferiority for overall diagnostic accuracy assessed by ROC analysis when substituting single-view Siemens DBT for supplementary mammographic views in the work-up of screen-detected soft tissue mammographic abnormalities. This is broadly in line with comparable work, although published studies on this question using other manufacturers' equipment have often been too small to detect statistically significant differences 6, 7, 9, 10 . Statistically significant improvements in diagnostic classification of soft tissue lesions with DBT have, however, been demonstrated on occasion 8, 15 .
The AUC values in our study (0.857 and 0.870 for SMVs and DBT respectively, p=0.4890) were slightly smaller for both conditions than demonstrated in similar UK studies. Cornford and colleagues, using GE DBT in two views, reported AUCs of 0.873 (SMVs) and 0.900 (DBT) (p=0.1702) 16 , while Morel and colleagues, using Hologic DBT in one view, reported 0.90 and 0.97 respectively (p=0.005) 8 . In studies such as this, performance can vary according to reader characteristics, lesion characteristics, and other design factors, discussed further below. Our design incorporated multiple readers for each case, whereas Cornford's 16 and Morel's 8 studies employed a single reader for each case, drawn from groups where the minimum clinical experience with tomosynthesis was 6 months.
The size profiles of the tumours are not reported in these two studies, which included 113 and 74 cancers respectively, compared with 35 cancers (resulting in 280 cancer-reads per condition) in ours.
Comparing sensitivity and specificity across studies is hampered by methodological differences and by studies being underpowered to detect differences when sensitivity and specificity are considered separately. Our readers were required to use a radiological classification which was dichotomous at the outset, i.e. to state whether a lesion required a biopsy or not. Although we also collected suspicion level, this was on a different scale to the other UK studies and was not used to analyse sensitivity and specificity separately. It is possible that the biopsy/no biopsy classification was not ideal because readers, unaware of ultrasound findings, may have assigned a biopsy classification to benign-appearing (M2) masses on the assumption that they would require biopsy if solid.
Nonetheless, the category definition was the same across both methods so should not have affected the differences between the two methods. The ROC analysis would have been less sensitive to any effects of this classification method on the analysis because data from the 0-10 malignancy suspicion scale were included in the model, along with the dichotomous data, and ROC analysis reflects the sensitivity/specificity trade-off. Like Cornford and Morel, we have shown descriptive improvements in sensitivity when DBT is used in place of SMV's for assessment of soft tissue lesions but none of the studies shows a statistical difference. Sensitivities for the SMV condition and the DBT condition respectively were 86.4% and 89.6% in our study, compared with 92.0% and 93.8% in Cornford's 16 improvements with DBT in the latter two studies were not statistically robust, it is noteworthy that they are in the opposite direction to ours, and that specificity in our study is lower than the others regardless of condition. We could speculate that the "biopsy/no biopsy" classification may have depressed specificity in our study, and that some low levels of experience among the readers may have affected confidence to state "no biopsy". It is well recognised that the sensitivity-specificity trade-off varies between readers 18 . A Swedish trial of one-view Siemens DBT versus FFDM in the primary screening context has found lower specificity alongside higher sensitivity, particularly in the early stages of the study when reader experience was lower 19 . The Oslo screening trial, which tested the screening condition only and used Hologic DBT, found higher specificity for DBT plus FFDM compared with FFDM alone but only for 5 of the 8 radiologists in the study 20 . In the context of screening assessment, it can be argued that the relative importance of sensitivity over specificity is greater than in the primary screening context because the rate of cancer in the recalled population is so much higher than the screened population. Also, a missed cancer following recall for assessment can be a terrible experience for patients and staff, undermining the patient's confidence in the breast team and risking medico-legal action, as well as affecting prognosis. However, benign needle biopsies are harmful to women, may deter future attendance for screening 21 , and use precious resources. The size of the reduction in the risk of a false negative assessment which would be considered sufficient to justify any additional biopsies arising from lower specificity is open to debate.
Although some of our readers were inexperienced with DBT, others had considerable experience, which could be considered both a strength and a limitation of the study; a strength because the range is likely to reflect the real-world disparity of experience among the UK radiology population and a limitation because the inclusion of personnel who were not at all experienced with DBT could have caused underestimation of what might represent "typical" DBT performance. A small retrospective cancer detection study has shown a lack of difference in relative performance of 2view Hologic DBT plus FFDM compared to FFDM according to reader experience 22 , while a similar study with 1-view Siemens DBT demonstrated diagnostic improvement between modalities for the least experienced reader only when benign lesions were excluded, because the reader had high false positive rates across modalities 23 . The same study also showed a lack of overall performance difference between modalities for the most experienced reader. We propose to conduct further analysis of our data to investigate any differences in the relative performance of the two tests according to reader characteristics.
The main strengths of our study include the large number of reader observations, maximising the power of the study despite the modest number of cancer cases. There was effective reader blinding between conditions, and risk of recall bias was minimised by a generous temporal separation between the two reading conditions, compared with other similar studies 8, 16 . The power calculation for the study was based on the overall accuracy outcome so, although the ROC accuracy analysis is robust, the relatively low number of cancer cases may have prevented the detection of a statistically significant difference in sensitivity between methods. In common with other studies of DBT in the assessment context, the number of actual cancers was too low to justify subanalysis by lesion type, grade, age of participants, or breast density. With regard to breast density, screening and simulated screening studies to date have not consistently shown differential accuracy improvements across a breast density range 24 but a recent large study with Hologic DBT plus FFDM for screening has shown the accuracy improvement over FFDM alone to be greatest in heterogeneously dense breasts 25 .
Although we analysed at breast level rather than at lesion level for the main outcomes, we also separately considered detection of multifocality. This was, however, based on only four cases so, although the sensitivity for multifocality was higher with DBT, the statistical difference we detected is tentative. However, our finding is broadly in line with a study by Mercier and colleagues 26 in which detection of multifocality by 2-view Siemens DBT was significantly better than FFDM. Given that DBT examines the whole breast whereas SMVs generally do not, better detection of additional areas of disease using DBT is only to be expected.
Descriptive data on malignant lesion measurement accuracy demonstrated a greater tendency for size underestimation in the SMV condition compared to the DBT condition, and a lower frequency overall of measurement accuracy to within 5 mm. However, DBT showed a higher frequency of overestimation. Previous authors have found statistically significant improvements in malignant lesion measurement accuracy with GE DBT compared with FFDM 27, 28 , while Mercier has found that Siemens DBT overestimated tumour size unless spicules were excluded from the measurements 26 .
We propose to perform a more formal comparison of tumour measurement accuracy alongside our planned analysis of performance according to reader characteristics.
Given the ability of DBT to reduce the problem of overlapping tissues on the image, it might be expected that producing images in two projections would not be necessary. The evidence to date is inconclusive on this point. Haq and colleagues investigated the question with Hologic DBT and found that in 31 malignant soft-tissue lesions seen on only one view at primary screening, DBT demonstrated the lesion on the same or on both views at assessment and never on the opposite view alone, indicating that a single DBT view in the screening projection more clearly demonstrating the lesion which prompted recall might be sufficient 29 . However, the study was not large enough to be conclusive. Furthermore, generalisability to other manufacturers' equipment is restricted by the very different image acquisition and reconstruction algorithms. The Swedish trial of Siemens DBT versus FFDM for primary screening has demonstrated a considerable and statistically significant increase in cancer detection rate with a single view 30 . Our study achieved equivalent ROC performance when exchanging SMVs for single-view DBT in the diagnostic work-up of screen detected soft tissue abnormalities and therefore adds to the evidence that a single DBT view may be sufficient in this context. However, we cannot say how the addition of a second view would have affected the accuracy of DBT and our study did not include an assessment of radiation doses. In assessment as opposed to screening, however, the relative importance of accuracy over radiation dose is greater because of the greater frequency of cancer. Tagliafico compared radiation doses between DBT (presumed two-view) and FFDM plus SMVs using Hologic equipment and found the latter to be higher but did not report the comparison between DBT and SMVs alone 10 . The use of one rather than two views might be expected to limit the accuracy of lesion size estimation but our preliminary findings on measurement accuracy do not support this.
In conclusion, in common with two other manufacturers' equipment, Siemens DBT demonstrates equivalent diagnostic accuracy according to ROC curve analysis when used in place of SMVs in screen-detected soft tissue mammographic abnormalities. Consideration should therefore be given to allowing this as an alternative in screening assessment clinics, subject to satisfactory practical evaluation. Given that equivalent diagnostic accuracy was achieved with a single DBT view in our study, the need for DBT always to be performed in two views in the assessment context could also be re-evaluated, at least in the case of wide-angle tomosynthesis. 
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